
     

 

 

 

 

FOREST FARM & FIBER 
 85 Hodgson Rd 

Cathlamet, WA  

98612 

(360) 703-7291 

Email: talltimbersfff@gmail.com 

Visit us on Facebook: Tall Timbers Farmstead 

Website: www.talltimbersfarm.com 

Owner & Shephard: Lori Cagle 

 

 

 

 

     

  

We offer roving and felting wool, as well as handspun and mill spun yarn. Please email for 

information on what is available. 

 



 

 

Our Sheep 

      Icelandic Sheep are a triple purpose long wool sheep. They provide beautiful fleece and pelts, 

tasty meat and rich milk. Perfect for the homestead! My sheep are bred for traits that  include: 

parasite resistance,  polled (no horns), hooves resistant to hoof rot, are good foragers, healthy 

unassisted  birthing rates, large size with large teats for milking and  wool that is colorful and 

luxurious. I do not feed any GMO grain, give no hormones and give no antibiotics, unless it is to 

save an animals life. The sheep forage native plants, berry bushes and small trees to help clear 

the property and they provide fertilizer in the process. They are rotated to different areas 

frequently in and around the forest to reduce compaction of soil and promote grass growth. The 

sheep are a working part of my farm. It is impossible to coat Icelandics as it felts their wool, so 

yes, they have a few pine needles in their wool. Great pains are taken to eliminate as much 

vegetable matter from the wool as possible, but some seem to slip by no matter how hard I try.  I 

also have Gotland Sheep which add to the wool variety and are bred for the same traits as the 

Icelandics. Coming soon : Blue Faced Leicester . 

Our Wool CSA 

        Our CSA (Community Supported Agriculture) offers a unique opportunity for you, the fiber 

enthusiast, and us, the fiber producers, to form a relationship that benefits us both. As a member 

you are encouraged to share in the everyday workings of the farm via videos and our quarterly 

newsletter. You gain a better knowledge of what goes into producing the wool you purchase and 

get to know the sheep as well. In turn it helps us provide the everyday essentials to our sheep, the 

shearing costs and processing fees for the animals we love.  Our goal is to build relationships 

with fiber consumers and to foster community support for farm women and small organic 

diversified farming.   

  Our Fiber CSA will consist of 4 shipments over a 4 month period. Either a Spring shipment or a 

Fall Shipment., along with in depth updates about life on the farm and the sheep your wool is 

coming from. Shares may be purchased individually or together. 
      Before each shipment, shareholders are e-mailed information on color choices, with 

occasionally natural or plant based dyed fiber options.(dyed fiber depends on growing season of 

our dye plants) 

      We offer bountiful shares valued over the share cost and limit our CSA shares so that each 

shareholder is rewarded with plenty of fiber to “play”with. 

 

 

 

            



 

Tall Timbers Wool CSA Memberships 2024 

 

 

CSA Wool Shares Include: 

Cleaned and processed roving or felting roving, mill spun and handspun yarn 

Updates from the farm in a quarterly newsletter 

Kits and/or supplies when available 

Free online tutorials when available 

Annual “Life On The Farm” event picnic 

Price: 

Shares are available as “Roving Share” , “Felting Share” or “Rug Hooking” 

Roving Share  $175.00 Spring or Fall 

Felting Share  $175.00  Spring or Fall 

Rug Hooking Share $300.00 Spring or Fall 

Please indicate which share you would like. 

For members anywhere in the US.  

You will receive an email with expected ship date. 

Payment:     

Name:____________________________________________ 

Address:__________________________________________ 

City:__________________________________  State:__________________ Zip:___________ 

Email Address:_____________________________________________ 

Phone Number______________________________________________ 

Payment Incuded: 

Spring Roving Share $175.00____________________Fall Roving Share$175.00________________ 

Spring Felting Share  $175.00____________________Fall Felting Share$175.00________________ 

Spring Rug Hooking Share $300.00_________________ 

Fall Rug Hooking Share $300.00___________________ 

Sorry , No International shares at this time. 

________________________________________________________ 

 Signature:_____________________________________________ Phone:______________ 


